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Astronaut training is exacting and rigorous. It is designed to prepare humans for the conditions of living and working in space and on
other worlds.Â For example, a good candidate must have the ability to endure the rigors of lift-off and to function in weightlessness. All
astronauts, including pilots, commanders, mission specialists, science specialists, or payload managers, must be at least 147
centimeters tall, have good visual acuity, and normal blood pressure. Beyond that, there is no age limit. Most astronaut trainees are
between the ages of 25 and 46, although older people have also flown to space later in their careers. NASA continually tests ideas for
new spacesuits that will keep astronauts safe on the Moon, in space, and on Mars. Getting Off the Planet book. Read reviews from
worldâ€™s largest community for readers. A behind-the-scenes look into how NASA prepared its first astronaut...Â Goodreads helps
you keep track of books you want to read. Start by marking â€œGetting Off the Planet: Training Astronautsâ€ as Want to Read: Want to
Read savingâ€¦ Want to Read. Currently Reading. Read. Other editions. Enlarge cover. Astronaut training describes the complex
process of preparing astronauts for their space missions before, during and after the flight, which includes medical tests, physical
training, extra-vehicular activity (EVA) training, procedure training, rehabilitation process, as well as training on experiments they will
accomplish during their stay in space. The training is geared to the special conditions and environments astronauts will be confronted
with during launch, in space, and during landing. All

